Today, Bob Greene is a celebrated, nationally-syndicated columnist. In 1964, he was a seventeen-year-old Ohio high school kid. And he kept a diary.

Its all here. The teenage girl who got away. The twenty-seven-year-old woman who didnt. The first beer. The first job. A series of bad haircuts. Friendship and betrayal, griping and groping, a daily account of one boys struggle -- and all of our struggles -- to forge his way into adulthood with dignity intact, virginity a bad memory, and the day-to-day knowledge that its not going to get any easier.

A delightful book, and like the song Greene cruised to that summer, fun, fun, fun. -- Los Angeles Times Book Review

Everyone who was ever seventeen will love it! -- Ann Landers

I read this book in one sitting at age 17. I was babysitting and remember sitting on the couch dazedly fanning the kids away as I plowed through this thoroughly engaging book, which began as a journal that Greene began keeping in hopes that the constant attention to the daily detail of life would improve his journalism skills. Perhaps my own scholastic career in journalism through high school and college, or my love of the Beatles, or my 17-year-old ability to relate to another 17-year-old, no matter how many decades hed preceded me by, made me partial to this book. Whatever the reason, Greenes honest, untempered account reminds you not to glorify your high school years. Now 25, I have finally sought to own the book that has remained one of the best works Ive ever read -- not for its uniqueness, but for its account of a wholly universal experience. One of my own life goals ever since has been to have the determination to write in my own journal every day for a year. Someday, perhaps, Ill actually do it!
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